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A man in his place 
Preliminary document 
 
 
 
Giuseppe P. is just over 40 years of age. He left Lombardy at the age of 26 to look for a place to live. The place he was looking for 
had to be at least one hour’s walk from the car, have incredible views and spring water, and be secluded and sunny in the winter. 
About fifteen years ago he found an old mountain pasture, reduced to a pile of stones, and a two hours’ walk from Alagna Valsesia, 
in Piedmont, at the foot of Mount Rosa. A 2200 metre-high panoramic balcony acting as a stage to the spectacular stone Alps. 
Giuseppe dismantled what was left of the shed with his own hands and in a few months he had built his dream. His place. Since 
then the long and silent winters have blended into crystal-clear summers bustling with tourists and visits: the eight bedrooms of Al-
pe Sattal, the name of Giuseppe’s mountain chalet, are available for those yearning to climb onto this sky-gazing pedestal and me-
et a man in his place. 

 
Why 
Discovering oneself in the heart of the mountains. Giuseppe’s story is the story of a person who gave shape to the need to find 
fulfilment at an exact time – the time of “great decisions”, as he himself calls it – and in a specific place within a unique environ-
ment: Mount Rosa. Telling the story of just one day in this person’s life means exploring the relationship between Man and Nature 
as well as the simplicity of shared and redeeming earthly asceticism in search of an identity. 

 
Who 
A “personality” that narrates nature. Giuseppe is at one with the stone of the Alps. His hands have become pliers, his feet 
clogs; his chipped face sharpens to split the chilly air, yet reserves fleeting smiles. This red-skinned man with darting eyes is capa-
ble of working 48 hours on-the-go, of clambering up the mountains at night with a 35-kilo rucksack on his back and of tracing the 
path back to the chalet after a 4-metre snowfall. Giuseppe has adapted to nature and interpreted it. Hidden but not a stranger to 
society, he is the centre of his world: he “forges” himself and “lives” his own self. He proudly observes his life, a masterpiece of en-
deavour. The harshness of his demon is the harshness of inner truth, of a centripetal spirit that embodies immanent fullness. And, 
year after year, the “visitors’ book” of Alpe Sattal fills with extraordinary messages of affection and gratitude.  
The Man in his place teaches us what man’s place should be. 

 
Where 
This place is a small level clearing at the foot of Mount Rosa. Just enough space for the chalet, the vegetable garden and the 
tool shed. It is embraced by the green embroidery of Valsesia, a noble winding land carved by the Sesia river, in the province of 
Vercelli but in the heart of the alpine region. Below, Alagna, or Im Land –  the name of the town in local language, once home to 
ancient Walser populations – hosts  valleys of many different kinds, several of which belong to the Alta Valsesia Natural Park; this 
is the highest park in Europe, whose borders soar up to 4554 metres at Punta Gnifetti.  

 
A film and a photo book 
Giuseppe’s way. The Man in his place lives in harmony with the surrounding environment and elements. In his own way, Giusep-
pe gives a new definition to mountain repopulation, landscape protection, enhancement of natural resources and mountain culture. 
A documentary and a book about his experience combine his unique Titanic physique and proud determination to step into an in-
ner self craving for life, with the search to assert himself, where the mountains serve as a symbolic backdrop to the difficulties and 
beauty of life. 
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